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Abstract.
With reference to the spatial form of the kinetic energy in the theory of simple dipolar continuum mechanics, a suitable expression is obtained for dipolar inertia. This includes the case in which the coefficient of the kinetic energy due to velocity gradient (in spatial form) may be constant. dT~\ .
dqa\qa ' (2) and that the inertia term corresponding to the velocity qa is
A. _ dT dt \dqaJ dqa
Taking the reference frame to be rectangular Cartesian and using tensor notation, in the theory of simple dipolar continuum mechanics in which the basic generalized velocities are v< and viwi , a suitable form for the kinetic energy per unit mass is
where
and ( ),,• denotes partial differentiation with respect to the spatial coordinate Xj holding t fixed. Also, mtl is a symmetric function of displacement gradients xinA where ( ),x denotes partial differentiation with respect to a reference position XA holding t fixed. If we assume that T is unaltered by a static rigid body rotation, then * Received September 8, 1969.
where M AB is symmetric and EpQ -Xi,pXi,Q ■
The expression (5) for T is not in the Lagrangian form (1) so that we cannot immediately apply the result (3) to deduce the correct inertia term corresponding to the velocity gradient viiS . However, from (5) and (6) we have T = T* (say) = \MABVi,Av{,B .
We may now take xiiA to be a set of generalized coordinates so that the inertia term corresponding to viiA is jAi with f* = U>Vi.A , We now wish to find the inertia term corresponding to the spatial form (5) of the kinetic energy. Since T(x,.a , vitA) = T*(x,,a , Vi.,),
a straightforward calculation yields /a,-= f.AdXJdXj), 
and we adopt as the inertia term corresponding to v,-.,-. In the special case when mkl = d2 Sk, ,
where d is a constant and 8kl is the Kronecker symbol, the inertia term (14) reduces to
The above inertia term differs from d2 y,-., which is the one used by Bleustein and Green [2] , However, for the particular problem of flow along a circular channel considered by Bleustein and Green, the difference does not affect the velocity field-it only changes the value of the pressure.
Inertia terms for other types of multipolar continuum mechanics can be discussed in a similar manner. It should be noted that when MAB in (6) is constant (or depends only on XA), then the inertia coefficient mkl satisfies Eringen's [3] equation for microinertia coefficients, but this is only a special case of the above.
